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Sense the art of Cretan Hosp�al�y
The exclusive, family owned and run Elounda Gulf Villas & Suites, proud member of the 
Small Luxury Hotels of the World, is located on the north eastern coast of Crete island, in 
southern Greece. Elounda fishing village is just 500 meters away, Agios Nikolaos town 5 
minutes drive and  Heraklion International Airport is about 70km away. 

Privacy and space in a Villa and Suite are uniquely combined with all five star services and 
facilities such as fine restaurants, spa gallery, private beach club and kids club make this 
boutique Villa-Hotel one of its kind.

Our luxurious boutique Villa-Hotel celebrates the Cretan tradition of hospitality and 
welcomes you as honored guests in a private home. 



Revel in the elegant luxury of one of our eighteen exclusive Pool Villas or 
fifteen contemporary Suites. Unwind in the stylish comfort of our uniquely 
decorated interiors. Relax in an oasis of calm and tranquility and admire 
breathtaking sea views from private terraces with outsized infinity edge 
pools with cascading waterfalls.

Where � feels like your “dream home” 
from the moment you arrive





Celebrate life in a private world where 
luxury is reflected in every detail: 
beautifully appointed lounges, spacious 
bedrooms, marble bathrooms with hand 
painted ceilings private in-Villa Spa 
facilities combined with personalized 
services for each honored guest.

Be inspired by elegance



Experience international culinary reflections as well as Mediterranean 
and local delights in our two a la carte restaurants and indulge in 
pre-or-after dinner cocktails in the atmospheric Lounge Bar. Relax at 
the privacy of your Villa or Suite and treat yourself to your private chef or 
our custom-made room service. 

Heavenly tastes inspired by 
premium Cretan gastronomy 



Elounda Crete Greece, T: +30 2810 227132, info@eloundavillas.com www.eloundavillas.com


